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o Throughout medieval Europe, Jews were banished for both economic and religious reasons. They were expelled from
England in 1290 and it was not until 1647 that Cromwell reopened the country to Jewish settlement.
o Over the next three centuries Jews returned gradually, and by the 18th century embryonic Jewish communities could be
found from the south coast as far north as Edinburgh in Scotland.

o The earliest legal dispute over shechita was heard in London in 1788, when
the Lord Chief Justice gave local rabbis authority over such matters!
o Local congregations subsequently founded the London Board for Shechita in
1804!
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The 1st schecita prosecution in London
o In October 1855, the RSPCA issued
a summons against a Jewish Butcher
on the grounds of cruelty during the
slaughter of an ox!
o The court ruled that religion alone
could not be a defense against
cruelty, yet to some extent it
recognized religious freedoms!
o The Jewish method of slaughter was
said to be no different to that used
by English butchers to kill calves,
sheep and pigs! (Frazer 2018)

1878 shechita
prosecution in
Manchester…

o In 1874, London hosted an international congress
for Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, with painless killing at slaughterhouses
being the central topic.
o By this time, the UK Jewish community was large
and diverse, and there were many disagreements
between orthodox groups and reform groups.
o Controversy over schecita, different degrees of
observance and the right to authorize slaughter
were thus central to debates about religious life in
Jewish communities at this time!
o It was in this changing context that the RSPCA
launched a new campaign against shechita!
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The Manchester case…
o The case outlined the conflict between the
now commonly accepted method of
stunning animals before slaughter and the
Jewish method!
o But here the prosecution did not focus on
the suffering caused by shechita, as it had
in the London case, but on the process of
‘casting’ prior to slaughter.
o A successful defense was mounted on the
grounds that the act of slaughter was not
intentionally cruel, and that it was
conducted to supply meat that complied
with Jewish religious belief and law!
(Frazer 2018)

Manchester Jewish Museum

Ongoing campaigning across the north of England…
o In subsequent years, campaigning against schecita
continued, based on evidence of new scientific
improvements in humane stunning and slaughter
techniques.
o The Manchester Shechita Board (MSB) (1892)
initially proposed a number of concessions to protect
the image of the Jewish community, including the
adoption of post-mortem stunning!
o But there was much opposition amongst a new
generation of Jewish immigrants from Russia and
Eastern Europe, with science also being used to
support arguments in favour of the ‘humanity of
shechita’!
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o Immigration from the Russian
Empire continued after the
assassination of Tsar Alexandra in
1881, when Jews fled persecution
because of connections with Jewish
anarchists…

The ‘Alien’ Question?
A cartoon from Manchester’s Anti-alien monthly, SPY,
which published and promoted anti-Semitism and
xenophobia in the early 1890s until it’s publisher was
prosecuted and the journal was closed down.

o In the UK, these developments were
accompanied by rising Christian
hostility to an increasingly visible
‘alien’ population, which was
beginning to breach the spatial
boundaries of ‘ghettos’ where
many poor migrants had
congregated in cities such as
Manchester!

Rising 19th century anti Semitism…
o The late 19th century was a time of rising
anti-Semitism across Europe…
o In the UK, negative stereotypes of Jews
started appearing in national magazines
such as Punch during this period!
o As the RSPCA began to intensify
campaigning against shechita, its
‘inhumane’ element was closely linked
with other forms of ’Jewish brutality’ to
reinforce the spiral of anti-Semitism!
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Into the 20th century…
In the early 20th century, individual UK cities
continued to set slaughter regulations for
slaughterhouses within their jurisdiction,
coming to informal arrangements with
shechita boards.
A legal requirement to pre-stun stun all red
meat animals was introduced in The Slaughter
of Animals Act 1933, but with an exception for
religious monitories!

A caricature about Nazi measures for animal protection drawn by Arthur Johnson and
printed in Kladderadatsch in September 1933.

Throughout the 1930s, growing Nazi
propaganda and anti-Semitism meant that
political interest in religious slaughter waned
considerably during the mid-20th century!

Post war period in UK…

After the Holocaust, debate about religious slaughter began to focus more on animal rights/
animal welfare than anti Semitism, although for some the two issues remains closely linked!
In the post war period, attention also began to focus on the UK’s growing Muslim population
and their traditional method of halal slaughter (dhabiha).
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oDespite campaigns by the Humane
Slaughter Association and the RSPCA,
successive UK governments consistently
opposed the abolition of slaughter without
stunning during this period.
oIn 1961, the RSPCA mounted a low-key
campaign that appealed to Muslims to
recognise the desirability of pre-stun
slaughter, but campaigning remained muted
overall.
oAt the same time however, animal welfare
was beginning to move up the policy
agenda, and in 1967 pre-stunning for
poultry was made compulsory through the
Slaughter of Poultry Act 1967.

• When the UK joined the European Economic
Community in 1973 the consolidation of
slaughter legislation across Europe was
discussed, as was recognition of the need to
respect the rights of minorities to practice
religion.
• Contemporary controversy over halal meat and
religious slaughter can be traced back to
Bradford in 1984, when the headmaster of a
local school, Ray Honeyford, wrote an article on
education and race for The Salisbury Review.
• In the article, Honeyford criticized British
multiculturalism, anti-racist policies and the
wider impact of immigration on education and
society.
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A National Front march in
Brighton in the 1980s…

These developments reignited opposition to religious slaughter
at the national level, and throughout the 1980s the National Front
aligned themselves directly with animal rights campaigns!

oWhen the Farm Animal Welfare
Council petitioned for the abolition of
religious slaughter in 1985, Muslims
mounted a response at the national level
for the first time through organisations
such as the Muslim Council of Britain.

o As fallout from the Honeyford Affair
continued, a national body of halal
butchers was put forward as a way of
protecting Muslim interests, and the
Halal Food Authority (HFA)
eventually emerged in 1994!
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• For almost a decade the HFA operated
unchallenged, until the more orthodox
Halal Monitoring Committee (HMC)
emerged in 2003.
• Much like the emergence of schecita
bodies a century earlier, the HMC
emerged as a result of rapid social
change and discussions about what
constituted an appropriate way of life
for UK Muslims in line with wider
developments in global politics!
• It was in this period that the global halal
market also started to expand rapidly!

In the same year, 2003, the UK
Government retracted their support for
a ban on non-stun slaughter (FAWC
2003) when it emerged that most halal
meat came from pre-stunned animals!

15 years of controversy …
While the last 15 years have witnessed
repeated and intensifying calls for a ban,
evidence suggests that around 80% of all
halal meat comes from pre-stunned
animals!
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Halal Hysteria… Halal Hysteria…
o What was subsequently termed ‘halal
hysteria’ came to a head in May 2014,
when restaurant chains Pizza Express and
Subway were accused of sourcing halal
‘only’ chicken without informing their
customers.
o At the same time, supermarkets such as
Waitrose, Marks & Spencer, Tesco and
Morrisons were accused of selling halal
meat imported from New Zealand without
labelling it halal.

So, should we ban non-stun slaughter in the UK?
• Some argued that the debate generated by the
call for a ban in 2003 proved counterproductive in that the demand for nonstunned halal meat subsequently increased.
• Our research in Denmark suggests that after
the 2014 ban demand for non stunned halal
meat increased similarly because of the
political sensitivity generated!
• Non-stun slaughter was also banned in
Poland between 2013 and 2014, but it was
later rescinded for export only!
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